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What do we need in the transport layer?

Network

- Keep minimal (easy to build, broadly applicable)
- Global best-effort packet delivery

Applications

- Keep minimal (easy to write)
- Restricted to app-specific functionality

“Host networking stack”

- The shared networking code on the host
- This relieves burden from both app and network
- The transport layer is a key component here
What do we need in the transport layer?

Data delivery to the correct application
   IP just points towards next protocol
   Transport needs to demultiplex incoming data (ports)

Files or byte-streams abstractions for applications
   Network deals with packets
   Transport layer needs to translate between them

Reliable transfer (if needed)

Not overloading the receiver

Not overloading the network
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#2 How do we build reliable transport?
Alice wants to transmit a text word-by-word to Bob via the Internet.
The Internet is an unreliable environment though
Data packets can get lost
Data packets can get corrupted
Data packets can get reordered
Data packets can get duplicated
Your job is to build a reliable way
to communicate with Bob

**correctness**  
Bob should read exactly what you’ve typed
in the same order, and without any gap

**timeliness**  
Bob should receive the complete text as fast as possible
minimize time until data is transferred

**efficiency**  
Minimize the use of bandwidth
don’t send too many packets
Your task in 15 minutes

Design a protocol that can deal with packet loss, corruption, reordering, and duplication
Design a protocol that can deal with packet loss, corruption, reordering, and duplication.

Treat “words” and “packets” interchangeably.
Assume L3 provides functions send_word() and receive_word()
Sub-tasks and what I expect

first
Pseudo-code for protocol to send one word at a time while handling loss, corruption, and duplication

next
Think about how to send multiple words at a time and address reordering

output
Sender and receiver procedures; packet headers
   Idea for >1 outstanding packets

Groups of at most 4. I’ll ask some of you to explain your solution!
for word in list:
    send_packet(word);
    set_timer();

upon timer going off:
    if no ACK received:
        send_packet(word);
        reset_timer();

upon ACK:
    pass;

receive_packet(p);
if check(p.payload) == p.checksum:
    send_ack();

    if word not delivered:
        deliver_word(word);
else:
    pass;
Reliable Transport
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The four goals of reliable transfer

- **correctness**: ensure data is delivered, in order, and untouched
- **timeliness**: minimize time until data is transferred
- **efficiency**: optimal use of bandwidth
- **fairness**: play well with concurrent communications
correctness ensure data is delivered, in order, and untouched
We want a crisp, formal translation of this correctness goal
A reliable transport design is correct if…

attempt #1 packets are delivered to the receiver

Wrong Consider that the network is partitioned

We cannot say a transport design is incorrect if it doesn’t work in a partitioned network…
A reliable transport design is correct if…

attempt #2 packets are delivered to receiver if and only if it was possible to deliver them

Wrong If the network is only available one instant in time, only an oracle would know when to send

We cannot say a transport design is incorrect if it doesn’t know the unknowable
A reliable transport design is correct if…

**Wrong**

Consider two cases

- packet made it to the receiver and all packets from receiver were dropped
- packet is dropped on the way and all packets from receiver were dropped

**attempt #3**

It resends a packet if and only if

the previous packet was lost or corrupted
A reliable transport design is correct if…

**attempt #3**

It resends a packet if and only if the previous packet was lost or corrupted

**Wrong**

In both cases, the sender has no feedback at all Does it resend or not?
A reliable transport design is correct if…

attempt #3  It resends a packet if and only if the previous packet was lost or corrupted

Wrong

but better as it refers to what the design does (which it can control) not whether it always succeeds (which it can’t)
A reliable transport design is correct if...

### attempt #4

A packet is **always resent** if
the previous packet was lost or corrupted

A packet **may be resent** at other times

**Correct!**
A reliable transport mechanism is correct if and only if it resends all dropped or corrupted packets.

Sufficient

“if” algorithm will always keep trying to deliver undelivered packets

Necessary

“only if” if it ever let a packet go undelivered without resending it, it isn’t reliable

Note

it is ok to give up after a while but must announce it to the application
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Now, that we have a correctness condition how do we achieve it and with what tradeoffs?

Design a **correct, timely, efficient** and **fair** transport mechanism knowing that packets can get **lost**, **corrupted**, **reordered**, **delayed**, and **duplicated**

let’s focus on these aspects first
There is a clear tradeoff between timeliness and efficiency in the selection of the timeout value.

for word in list:
    send_packet(word);
    set_timer();

upon timer going off:
    if no ACK received:
        send_packet(word);
        reset_timer();

upon ACK:
    pass;

receive_packet(p);
if check(p.payload) == p.checksum:
    send_ack();

if word not delivered:
    deliver_word(word);
else:
    pass;
Timeliness argues for small timers, efficiency for large ones.
Even with short timers, our protocol is extremely slow:
one packet per Round-Trip Time (RTT)